
Flock Safety Raven® 
Audio Detection Device

Secure the scene and preserve critical evidence by pairing gunshot 
detection that works with your LPR and video.

problem

Traditional gunshot detection only tells you 
there was a shooting. It doesn’t provide 
real-time contextual evidence, like 
vehicular information, to identify suspects 
and their direction of travel.

Because of this lack of key evidence, 
many cases go unsolved.

Solution

Flock Safety Raven® works with Flock 
Safety LPR and video cameras to deliver 
actionable evidence officers need to 
respond to shootings quickly, allowing 
them to locate victims, preserve critical 
evidence, and identify suspect vehicle 
leads.

Detect and locate gunshots and victims often before 911 is called

Receive notification of shots fired in 60 seconds or less, so you can arrive on the 
scene quickly and confidently to secure the scene, locate victims and preserve 
evidence.

Identify real-time vehicle leads with simple software

See a virtual crime scene perimeter in real-time to search the area of a shooting for 
potential suspects via vehicle leads.

Build stronger cases for gun-related crimes

Collect vital audio and geospatial data to corroborate physical evidence – like shell 
casings – from the scene of a shooting.
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Trustworthy technology that can 
save lives and change outcomes.
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Police Dept
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“The ability to respond quickly to gunfire with 
Raven and identify a suspect vehicle using 
Flock Safety LPR cameras led to the resolution 
of a violent crime in just under 90 minutes.”

SARAH TADA

Support Services Manager | Morgan Hill PD
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Dimensions

Height
5.7 inches

depth
3 inches

Features

Hardware

 LTE connectivity, bluetooth, and GP
 3000ma battery (20-day lifespan
 Wake on Event (WoE) firmware

Alert time

<60 sec

90ft Distance

Within 90ft

Detection

>90% Accuracy

depth
3 inches

weight
<1 pound
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